
Multiverse 151 

Chapter 151: Justice 

Yes! This movie was 'Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice'. Like all the other premieres everybody came 

for the movie including Nick Fury. He wasn't sure why Superman hadn't showed up and he didn't ask 

John about him. At least he was relieved that there was no Superman as yet otherwise another 'God' 

would be a headache. 

 

The movie continued as it showed some fisherman found some rocks near the damaged world engine. 

One such big rock was opened by a scientist who was salvaging things from nearby. The rock broke apart 

and showed a green colored rock. 

 

The camera moved and showed a different scene where Lois Lane went in a very remote African country 

to interview a terrorist but the photographer she went with was a CIA agent. Soon the whole interview 

went south and Superman had to come and rescue Lane. 

 

But there was a catch. A third party had come before and killed all the terrorists outside and burnt their 

bodies. Soon this scene was in the court and many politicians took advantage of it. They accused him of 

overstepping his boundaries as he was never held accountable. 

 

The scene again changed and showed Batman hunting down criminals and branding high level criminals 

with a bat sign. This sign meant nobody would help him, not even in prison. 

 

"Didn't know you have some weird fetish of branding people." Tony joked to Bruce who was beside him. 

"I don't do that here anymore as the criminals here are nothing as compared to Gotham." Bruce replied. 

 

The movie continued as it showed the lives of Superman and Batman. Superman now lived with Lois 

while Batman was searching for 'The White Portugese'. Bruce at first thought it was a bomb but the 

more he delved into it the more he found i mysterious as Lex Corporation was behind it. One of the 

largest Corporation in their world on par with Wayne Enterprises. 

 

The movie didn't fail to show that Bruce was still very negative about Superman, while Clark who 

worked for Daily Planet was also very skeptical about the works of Batman. Bruce had finally decided 

that he needed to go to the home of Lex Luthor, head of Lex Corp so that he could hack into his server 

and find out more about this 'White Portugese'. 

 



Soon Lex did a charity event where both Clark and Bruce went. But what surprised everybody was that 

there was Diana Prince too in the event. Everybody turned their heads to Diana. 

 

"What? I just went there to get back what was mine." Diana said. They didn't ask more about it. Soon 

Bruce was able to use a device to hack onto Lex's server with the device but it was at the end was stolen 

by Diana. Clark on the other hand was able to find out that Wayne was Batman by his super hearing and 

they actually had a verbal confrontation against each other. 

 

Diana in the meantime was able to escape with the drive. Clark went on to find more wrong doings on 

Bruce Wayne while Bruce was finally able to recover the lost drive that Diana took away from her. In fact 

Bruce actually teased Diana on the way as he himself was a famous playboy and he didn't know anything 

about Diana at that point. 

 

Everybody gave weird looks to Bruce as Diana was also nearby. Banner finally said "You have some 

courage of teasing a half god." Bruce didn't reply to that. 

 

Bruce went home to decrypt the drive and while it was being decrypted suddenly he saw a dream. A 

person covered in lightning and had a weird red suit in his body. He looked like he came out of a weird 

portal and he was being constantly sucked into the portal. He said 

 

"Bruce listen to me now. You are right about him. You have always been right about him. It's Lois. She is 

the key. Am I too soon? I am too soon. You have always been right about him. Fear him! Find us Bruce. 

Find us. " 

 

As he said that Bruce Wayne woke up with a start. Nobody in the audience understood what that dream 

was but understood that it had some deep significance. Everyone looked at Diana and Bruce who were 

sitting. Tony finally asked 

 

"What the hell was that? Who was he?" 

 

"Barry Allen." This time it was John who replied. 

 

"What is the deal with him? Covered in lightning. Is he a lightning man?" Steve asked. 

 



"No that's Time Travel." Wayne replied. 

 

"What?" Everybody shouted. All those who heard it shouted in unison and it was so loud that many 

people in the audience heard. Even though their place was in a separate gallery the shout was too loud. 

Tony and others felt embarrassed a bit when they saw the weird looks but they didn't care. Nick Fury 

couldn't hold it and asked. 

 

"What are you talking about? Time Travel! is that even possible?" 

 

"Very much possible Fury. Very much." John replied. 

 

Chapter 152: The awaited fight 

"How does a person travel in time that way." Tony asked as he was trying to understand how a person 

could time travel. 

 

"You are smart. You know the answer." John said. 

 

"There are only two ways I can think about. Traveling faster than the speed of light or using quantum 

technology. From the scenes its doesn't look like quantum so it's faster than light. Jesus. How fast is this 

man?" Tony said. 

 

"Damn he has an idea of quantum technology. No wonder he made the time machine so fast in the 

future." John thought. 

 

The movie continued as the decryption ended and Bruce finally came to know about the 'White 

Portugese'. It was a ship that was carrying a stone that could make Kryptonians weak and Bruce 

immediately decided to steal the rock. 

 

Bruce went on to steal the rock but was stopped by Superman. This was first time Batman and 

Superman met face to face. 

 

"Next time they shine a light in the sky. Don't go to it. The bat is dead. Bury it." 



 

"Tell me. Do you bleed?" 

 

Superman looked at him for a second before flying away. 

 

"You will." 

 

At the end Batman failed to steal the rock. And Superman had to face the trial of what happened before 

with the terrorists in Africa. But Lex had other plans with the trial. He rigged the court with a bomb and 

killed everyone. Since no bombs could effect Superman he remained unscathed. 

 

Batman looking at this was more convinced that Superman was the enemy. He finally stole the rock 

from Lex's property. Lex had gotten access to the spaceship which had genesis chamber on it and with 

the corpse of Genral Zod he started experimentation and gathering knowledge of all the different 

worlds. 

 

As he was getting ready to fight superman, he finally saw a decrypted folder labelled as meta human. 

There were 4 files attached to it. He opened the first file to see Diana. As he went through the files he 

finally learnt why she was special. Her age never changed in the pictures. Then when the last photo of 

her in the battlefield came into view he was shaken. 

 

The audience finally understood from where Bruce came to know about Diana. This connection 

surprised many of them. Lex on the other hand had already figured out the identity of Superman and 

kidnapped Martha, his mother which had the same name as Bruce's mother. 

 

Bruce had sent all the files of metahuman to Diana. Diana was shaken when she saw her pictures and 

videos on one file. Then she opened the other file. She saw a file which had visuals of Aquaman. Many 

audience cheered at it as they knew that Aquaman had already appeared. 

 

The next file showed a man which could travel at very fast speed while lightning got generated when he 

ran. He was so fast that the camera even failed to capture his running. The audience then understood 

that another strong person might appear soon. 

 



The last file was a man stuck in a vertical board. He was in a very bad shape as he had lost his arm and 

two legs and even a small part of his brain. A scientist in order to save him took a futuristic looking cube 

and applied the technology on him. This changed the physiology of the man. 

 

The others who looked at it didn't ask as John would never speak more about the superheroes. Fury was 

shaken as the all the time it was only one superhero a year. Now it was two. 

 

Meanwhile, Lex forced Superman to fight against Batman while Batman was ready with all the weapons. 

So the expected fight finally arrived. At the beginning Bruce was beaten down by a lot but finally with 

the help of rock he overpowered Superman. This was an epic fight. The audience were surprised to see 

that a man could fight a God. 

 

"Dear God. You actually defeated him. That is amazing." Banner said. 

 

"In almost all universes Superman was beaten down or had a toe-to-toe fight with Batman but very 

rarely Superman won." John said. Everybody who listened to it were in awe of Bruce Wayne as they 

never expected him to be so resourceful and powerful, and that too in many universes. Wayne on the 

other hand didn't have any expression. 

 

Superman while being beaten down by Batman cried out 

 

"Save Martha." 

 

"Why did you say that name? What does that mean." Batman asked. Lois which finally appeared in the 

battle scene ran to them and said about Superman's mother. Batman understood at that time it was all 

a plot to make them fight each other. 

 

Batman took his batwing to save Martha whereas Superman went to the ship where Lex was continuing 

his experiments. While the fight went on, Lex was able to create a monster out of the corpse of General 

Zod. A monster that fed on energy.with eyes full of anger and hatred. 

 

Chapter 153: Liar 



It was Doomsday. The monster was almost thrice the size of Superman. Soon Superman and him started 

to fight. And for the first time Superman was not able to overwhelm an opponent. Clark realized he 

needed to get this beast out so he took him to space. 

 

And the US military being over smart launched a nuclear missile hoping to kill it as this monster was way 

too powerful for anyone to handle. Diana who was on her way in a plane saw this news and left her 

flight before it could take off. 

 

The audience again felt it was like the New York War as there too US had launched a nuclear missile. 

Some even felt it was John's version of New York War. But the missile didn't actually work like it did in 

New York War. It just made Doomsday more powerful. 

 

Batman who returned from saving Martha came to know all this and he immediately knew he needed 

that Kryptonite spear to kill this monster. Doomsday almost killed Batman with his laser but Wonder 

Woman finally showed up and was able to stop him by using her famous shock wave from bangles. 

 

Superman too came back after getting his energy back from the sun. He flew down and hit the monster. 

 

"This thing, this creature. Seems to feed on energy." Diana said. 

 

"This thing is from another world. My world." Superman said. 

 

"I have killed things from other worlds before." Diana said as she brought out her sword. 

 

"She with you?" Superman asked looking at Batman. 

 

"I thought she was with you." Batman replied. 

 

Soon the trio had a brilliant fight against Doomsday but still were falling short on overwhelming it. Even 

after Diana cut it's hand. Later Superman was able to bring out the spear and stabbed Doomsday with it 

but he was retaliated against and was stabbed in his heart. Superman died in that. 

 



The audience finally understood why Superman never showed up. Even though it was a false narrative 

but they believed that Superman died and that's why he has never appeared. 

 

"Such a sacrifice for humanity. This is commendable." Steve said as he too once did that. 

 

"Yes. Such sacrifice for humans, who themselves are responsible for bringing this calamity. Do we even 

deserve saving?" Tony said as he was angry with what happened. The US military's actions, Lex's lunacy 

all came into this point. 

 

"Next time the governments take any unnecessary actions I will retaliate." Tony continued. 

 

"We are not Gods, Tony. We will make mistakes along the way like I did with him. Governments aren't a 

problem. Us being on the right path always is what required." Bruce said this time as he who knew what 

would happen in the future in both the worlds. He felt conflicted inside but didn't show it in his face. 

 

Tony was surprised by the words of Wayne as he never thought so deeply. The words of Wayne awoke 

everyone as they understood that they needed to take right decisions always or else they would have to 

face consequences. The credits rolled and the finally it was time for post credits scene. 

 

It showed an armed team entering the genesis chamber of the Kryptonian ship point their guns at 

Luthor. He was interacting with a some kind of projection. It showed a huge monstrous being which had 

huge horns. There were three massive cube shaped devices floating in front of the monstrous being. 

 

"Why is every dangerous thing cube shaped?" Fury murmured as the Tesseract was cubic shaped and 

now a potential weapon was cubic shaped. 

 

"Because Gods hate perfect things and cube shaped things are supposedly perfect thus becoming a 

powerful weapon." John quoted from a famous movie from his previous life. They didn't ask the other 

things about the story as it was useless. 

 

"I have one question John if you can always dream and direct the other worldly beings to this world, 

why bother creating such movies and animes?" Banner asked. 

 



"At first my dream powers weren't so powerful so I needed the help of movies to let the other person 

know. Later I got proficient in it but by now I love making movies. It helps the people realize the dangers 

of the world and even properly explain my story as speaking of a story isn't very helpful always." John 

lied as this was his hole card. 

 

"Hmm I get it." 

 

John had been waiting for this question for quite a long time now and he had been preparing the answer 

for sometime. 

 

"Being a good liar is also a superpower. I should be given Oscar for this show." 

 

John and others left for their home and work. The audience were buzzing about the new movie as it was 

the first time that superheroes came together and even got to see the future heroes which might 

emerge. 

 

Even though there were doubts on some scenes of the movie, the general reaction was awesome. 

 

Chapter 154: Revolution 

John earned a lot of fan values from the movie by the end of December from the movie. It was 

unexpected as from his previous world the movie wasn't exactly liked by many as there were problems 

with the scene and the story. It was probably because the characters were real in the world and reality 

does sell a lot over something which is fabricated 

 

[Ding 

 

Total fan values: 3.7 billion] 

 

The fan values were so high this time because of two reasons. Firstly it was because there was too many 

works this year. Two superhero movies have taken the fan values to almost 2.5 billion per year. Even 

though Man of Steel wasn't particularly liked but the BvS changed the whole theme. Adding new animes 

helped a lot in accumulating more values per year as that was most influential in gaining per year fan 

values. 



 

Secondly, it was Asgard. Frigga decided to live in Konoha after deliberation while Odin accepted the 

conditions of John. The first thing that propagated in Asgard was the game 'God of War'. Since Kratos 

was real in their life it was better to start that way. It had only been over a month so there wasn't much 

impact but he was sure by the end of next year Asgard would add a lot of fan values and he was looking 

forward to it. 

 

"I can extract Cyborg and Flash when the time is right. There is no need to rush towards this matter. The 

next year I will only release one movie. There is no need for more. It will be my first step into space. 

Can't wait to start anew journey." 

 

By the second week of January, Emma and Hal were called by the Guardians as the new rings were 

ready according to the sectors. The Guardians had to divide many regions of the known universe into 

sectors and create new rings according to the sector. 

 

Emma was sad and excited at the same time. She would be going on her own solo journey to maintain 

peace and order. A thing which she always wanted. Though Earth doesn't fall in her sector she could 

always come when required. She was little sad as she would be away from John but she accepted this 

arrangement. 

 

"Will you miss me?" Emma asked. 

 

"Of course. Be safe out there. Use alchemy when required and call Oa if there is any problem. The 

lanterns will always help you." John said. 

 

"Yes. Love you. See you soon." saying that Emma flew away. 

 

"Love you too." John shouted. "And now the life of loneliness begins. I will have to step in space soon. 

Umbrella is going to release the cars soon. Can't wait for it." 

 

On the third week of January, John flew to Jurassic Park as Tony had finally finished making the new 

thing that he wanted. After landing in Jurassic Park he saw Alfred waiting for him near the helipad. 

 

"Alfred. Is Bruce here too?" 



 

"Yes Master Jameson. He has arrived. This project is important for Master Wayne too." 

 

John arrived at the home of Tony and went to the laboratory. He saw both Tony and Bruce looking at 

computer screens and discussing something. 

 

"Is the ship ready?" 

 

"Yes the ship is ready. We bought a nearby island for the launch of the ship and also made proper 

arrangements. I am very much sure of my technology and even used the Cube on it. Starscream won't 

disappoint us." 

 

"You named a spaceship after a Decepticon? Don't you think it will fail when it travels into space." John 

asked. 

 

"Movies are movies. There is no Megatron here. Who cares what I name our first spaceship that can 

travel in the solar system in fast speed." 

 

The project there were talking about was the secret work Tony and Bruce were doing for the last 6 

months to build a spaceship using the technology of 'Treasure Planet' to travel in the solar system. 

 

It would have taken many years to complete it but with the help of Cube they were able to complete it 

pretty fast. Thanks to the reference from the previous two ships they found it easier to just copy from 

them and even implement the gravity system in their new spaceship. 

 

"Did you test run it?" John asked. 

 

"No. I was waiting for you. As this project started because you asked us." Tony said. 

 

"Let's go to the island then. I want to see Starscream." John said. 

 



John and others traveled to the nearby island to see how Starscream looked like. As they reached the 

island, John was able to see a massive structure. A massive spherical ball like structure with a long 

cylindrical shaped corridor attached to it. At the end of the cylindrical corridor there were 4 big thrusters 

and each thruster were placed like in the 4 corners of a square. 

 

Chapter 155: The first assemble 

"Why does this look like a walking stick of an old man Tony?" John asked. 

 

"What do you mean? This was the most efficient way to accumulate the solar wind. The spherical 

chamber will make sure to catch the solar energy while also not creating drag when we launch into 

space." Tony defended. 

 

"OK fine. You are the all knowing genius. Starscream how do you feel?" John asked. The spaceship which 

was silent spoke for the first time 

 

"It's cool. I don't find any problem in the body yet. I can fly into space and see if there is any problem 

which I haven't diagnosed yet." Starscream said in a metallic tone. 

 

"Good. Go fly into space." John said. 

 

The thrusters started burning out immediately and within a min the heat generated by it was so high 

that they all had to take many steps back. Soon there was a liftoff and it started going upwards. After a 

couple of minutes Starscream started looking small and soon it went so far that they couldn't even see. 

 

"Well the lift-off was fine. Now will have to wait for it to come back. Bruce have you informed the world 

council that there would be a spaceship into space today? I don't want the governments poking their 

nose in it as of yet." John asked. 

 

"Yes I did. They won't interfere as I assured them there would be profit for SHIELD too later and make 

the helicarriers more efficient with new solar technology." Wayne replied. 

 

"Good. Our first step into space will be controlled by us. Can't make this opportunity run away." John 

said. 



 

After an hour Starscream came back and landed perfectly. John still had a weird look on his face as he 

thought it looked like a walking stick. 

 

"Whatever! I won't use Starscream anyway." 

 

"How was the ride?" Tony asked in an excited tone. 

 

"No problems. There is more energy outside the earth's atmosphere. I can travel in space in very high 

speed." Starscream said. 

 

"Good. We need to make preparations before we go to space. Will take a few months." John said. 

 

"Steve called saying Bucky is finally awake." Wayne suddenly said. 

 

"Hmm. We need to have a meeting. Call everyone including Arthur and Mera. They have traveled long 

enough." 

 

John stayed in Jurassic Park while also roaming around. Since the dinosaurs are his summons so they 

always had a good will to John so he had fun with them and even rode a Brontosaurus. He had a good 

amount enjoyment. 

 

The next day everybody arrived together at the Park including Bucky. John looked at Bucky as he was 

like normal but still had a stiff face. As they were about to enter Tony's home for the meeting John 

stopped everybody outside. 

 

"Let's just stay here. It might become nasty pretty soon." John said. 

 

"Huh? Are enemies going to attack us?" Steve said as he became serious thinking there might be 

another enemy coming. 

 

"No. Steve did you bring your shield?" John asked. 



 

"Yes. Why?" 

 

"Go bring it. Tony go suit up." John said. 

 

"Huh! Why are you asking us to do this?" Tony asked. 

 

"You will know soon, now go." John said. They both returned after a minute being full suit up. 

 

"Alright seems everybody is ready. Let the story begin." John said as he went near Bucky. 

 

"Longing, rusted, seventeen, daybreak....." 

 

"No... Stop.. No.." Bucky became sacred. He lifted his hand to stop John but Arthur came and stopped 

him.  

"What are you doing?" Steve said as he didn't understand what John was saying as it was a Russian 

language. Tony understood the meaning of the words thanks to Jarvis but didn't understand why Bucky 

was acting weird. 

 

"Please stop it.. Please... " Bucky screamed as he noticed he was losing control over himself. 

 

"....furnace, nine, benign, homecoming, one, freight car." John said as Arthur stopped Bucky to move 

while John spoke those words. 

 

"Ready to comply." Bucky finally said after calming down. 

 

"What the hell is going on?" Steve said now really anxious as he saw Bucky the same way he was before. 

 

"These were the activation words that Hydra used to activate him and make run errands for them. The 

Soviet Union and Hydra carried out this joint operation of the winter soldier project." John said. 



 

"OK. So you mean those words effect his subconscious and control him?" Tony asked. 

 

"Yes." 

 

"Well we will have to take him to a neurosurgeon to make him better. He needs medical therapy." Tony 

said 

 

"That he needs. Now let's come to the real thing." John said. "Tony your parents didn't die by car 

accident." 

 

"What?" Tony shouted. "What do you mean?" as he became serious for the first time. "What the hell 

does that mean?" 

 

"That's exactly what I mean. They were killed." John said. 

 

"Killed? Murdered? Who murdered them?" Tony asked now fully agitated. 

 

"It's the Winter Soldier." John said pointing at Bucky. 

 

Chapter 156: Ugly fight 

Tony looked at Bucky with murder eyes now. He was almost sure of what John had said was true but he 

wanted to look into his eyes when he would ask the question. Bucky who was still disoriented didn't 

know what was going on. He looked blankly at John. 

 

"Are you sure John of what you are saying?" Steve asked to remedy the situation as he wasn't sure of 

what really happened. It's not been many days since Bucky had returned to normalcy. 

 

"Yes. In that car accident Bucky went after Tony's parents." John said. 

 



Tony didn't hold it as soon John said that. He directly opened his hand thruster and blasted at Bucky. 

Before the blast could reach Bucky, Steve defended against it with his shield. Both didn't even doubt 

John as he never lied to anyone and him being able to dream about other universes meant it was most 

probably true. 

 

"Tony we need to talk. He wasn't in his right mind. You saw what the words of John did to him. He was 

brainwashed." 

 

"I don't care. He killed my mom." Tony replied. 

 

He flew to Bucky but Steve thew his shield to him with force. Tony stopped the shield with his hand and 

flung it away. Then they started having melee combat. But since Captain America was better in melee 

combat he was able to over power Tony easily. 

 

Tony knew that and got back few steps and started flying. He directly went up and so that he could use 

his thrusters directly from above to Bucky and kill him. 

 

"Aren't you gonna stop them. Tony will kill Bucky. You could have spoken of this matter much later 

when they are in right mind. You even equipped them with armor and suit. Why?" Banner said. 

 

"Banner this truth needed to be out when the whole scene is under our control. They would fight it out 

anyways no matter what so let them fight the solution out until they both calm down. For this reason I 

let them use their full power. I don't want this truth to come out from a third party and ruin what we 

have now. Bigger and nastier wars are coming. I need us to be united. Not broken when the wars 

arrive." John said. 

 

"Bigger wars?..." 

 

John didn't reply to that and continued watching the fight between Tony and Steve. And now even 

Bucky joined him as after a year of calmness he could get out of subconscious control faster. In the 

original version, Bucky and Steve had the upper hand as the environment was closed. But here it was an 

open field and since John had closed the Park for today as he knew that today would be an important 

one Tony didn't hold back at all while fighting against them. 

 



Bucky and Steve's melee attack wouldn't matter if Tony used hand thrusters while being far away. 

 

"I can't let you kill him Tony. He is my friend." Steve said. 

 

"So was I." Tony replied as he blasted two of his hand thrusters to Steve again which was defended using 

his shield. 

 

"You don't deserve this shield." Tony said as he knuckled two of his hands together and flew to Steve 

and touched it. 

 

There was a lightning spark around the shield as it got dismantled into two pieces. Thus the famous 

shield of Captain America was broken for the first time in history. Tony directly lifted Steve by his neck 

and threw him away a few yards. 

 

Tony then directly had a fight against Bucky and he wanted to beat Bucky first before killing him. The 

anger wouldn't dissipate for him if he just killed Bucky. He had to have a close fight against him. 

 

"Jarvis analyse his fight pattern and deploy counter measures." 

 

"Analysed. Counter measures deployed." came Jarvis' tone. 

 

He finally able to stop the onslaught of Bucky which was one of weakness of Tony. As soon as he 

stopped his hand, Tony directly blasted his thruster at Bucky's metal arm. And like the original world 

Bucky lost his metal arm. Only this time it was done by Tony's hand thruster instead of using the arc 

reactor. 

 

This sudden attack flung Bucky a few yards behind. Even though he didn't lose consciousness he was 

pretty much beaten up after Tony used counter measures. Tony walked to him and asked while pointing 

both his hand thruster at Bucky 

 

"Do you even remember them?" Tony said while pointing his thruster to Bucky getting ready to kill him. 

 



"I remember everyone." Bucky replied. 

 

"Good. I want you to ....." Tony couldn't even finish his words when a huge impact came from behind. It 

was Steve. He had taken two pieces of the shield and equipped in his both hands using the previous 

strap. 

 

It looked almost exactly like the shield Captain America used during the infinity war. The only difference 

was that the shields looked irregular and out of shape. Steve directly assaulted his shoulder making Tony 

miss the target. He then proceeded to use both his shields to choke Tony. 

 

Since Tony was covered in armor it wouldn't be possible to actually choke him but it would actually just 

stop him from moving around. 

 

Bucky who finally got up and saw this as a chance to stop Tony. He directly put his right hand at the arc 

reactor. Due to super serum it was possible to at least damage the arc reactor a bit so that it could stop 

it from functioning and providing energy to his armor. 

 

But what happened next was not what Bucky expected. Even John and others who were watching them 

fight without stopping them didn't expect the next situation. Tony directly used his arc reactor to blast 

at Bucky. Since his right hand was on the arc reactor it directly cut off his remaining arm too. 

 

Chapter 157: Consequences 

Bucky was again thrown away but this time he was bleeding profusely from his shoulder and Tony again 

charged his arc reactor to shoot at Bucky. Steve was stunned by this sudden action and for a moment 

couldn't hold onto Tony. 

 

As Tony charged the arc reactor he suddenly saw his armor being dismantled. In a moment's notice all 

his armor fell off. Tony fell down while Steve seeing Tony had stopped ran to Bucky. 

 

It was John who dismantled his armor as he needed the fight to stop. John walked to Bucky, he was 

unconscious now due to pain. John hand's caught blue fire as he touched the wound of Bucky. His 

frowned unconscious face finally relaxed a bit. 

 



Then John put his hands on his pocket and brought out the philosopher's stone. After touching the stone 

with his left he touched the right shoulder. And miraculously a new arm started to grow out of the 

shoulder. First came the bones, then the muscle, the veins and lastly the skin. All this happened within 

seconds and soon there was a bran new arm for Bucky which looked exactly like the previous. 

 

Banner and other were dumbfounded by this but then remembered the power of the philosopher's 

stone. Bucky gained consciousness and he was the most surprised as he saw that his lost arm had grown 

back. 

 

"Jarvis. Call Mark 42. It isn't over yet. Call all the suits out." Tony said. 

 

"It's enough. Do you think 42 will accompany you in this path of revenge. Do you think I will allow you to 

continue the fight? Didn't you fight enough?" John said and it was the first time he had a very serious 

face. 42 would never come to help Tony as anything made by the cube was at the end under the control 

of John. John gave Tony the cube so that he could profit off him. 

 

"He killed my parents John. I can't forgive him for this." Tony said. 

 

"Do you think he had control over it? Or did you think Hydra would let your parents go after they 

decided to murder your father. Are you so naive that you want you let vengeance take your control? 

What about the thousands of families that your weapons killed? What do you say about that? Huh?" 

John said with a more greater tone. 

 

"I had no control over the weapons. He did it with his own hands." Tony retorted. 

 

"Hands. You made weapons Tony. Are you so naive to think that it would never fall in wrong hands? You 

wanted to make profit, you wanted to build an empire greater than your father to satisfy your ego and 

show the world that you are better than him. It didn't occur to you that what you did was wrong before 

Yinsen almost sacrificed his life." 

 

"But I am a changed man now." Tony again said. 

 



"Than do you think Bucky will kill everyone again? At least he suffers from nightmares from all the 

innocents he had killed. You don't even know the faces of the people that your weapons killed." John 

said. 

 

Tony went silent when John said that. Steve didn't utter a single word in that debate as he was too 

concerned about Bucky. He was relieved to see that Bucky was all and well. Even though he lost his 

metal arm but that was easily replaceable by technology. 

 

Steve finally lifted Bucky to his feet. Even though John had healed all his injuries by the philosopher's 

stone, both were exhausted. 

 

"I can't forgive him John, I just can't." Tony was adamant. 

 

"I am not asking you to forgive him. But I am asking you to be united when the time demands. Much 

bigger and dangerous wars are coming Tony. The wars which we all might not even survive, enemies 

which will make us desperate, weapons that you couldn't even imagine. I need us to be together. 

Avengers cannot fall." John said with more grave tone. 

 

Tony, Steve and others didn't speak a word against it. Even if they don't know what war is John speaking 

about but seeing the serious face of John it meant the upcoming times wouldn't be peaceful like now. 

 

"Alright let's go inside, we need to talk." John said. 

 

Everybody went inside. Tony went ahead as he couldn't stand the look of Bucky. He stopped because he 

knew no matter what he couldn't kill Bucky and even if he did that wouldn't be justice. Hydra was 

already dead. He just felt more angry thinking he didn't give them a more gruesome death. And Tony 

also knew with all the members of the team present it wouldn't be good as nobody would allow the 

fight to continue. 

 

They all sat in a big table. This was officially the first meeting of the Avengers after it was formed. Even 

though it started with violence, nonetheless everyone was present except for the green lanterns. Even 

though Emma never joined the Avengers she was already considered one. 

Chapter 158: Discussion 



Tony didn't join the meeting. He was too angry and worn out mentally to even attend the meeting. So 

he just left. John didn't mind that, he was actually little surprised.  

 

He thought Tony would be more adamant in killing Bucky. That was anti-climactic. 

 

"First of all, I am sorry Bucky. I introduced the team in such a way that you all had to almost had a close 

call of death. But I needed that secret to be out. I can't jeopardize our team for such a secret." John said. 

 

Bucky nodded his head to John but didn't speak. He had always been silent and now after going through 

such times he had become more like a monk. 

 

"I guess Steve has introduced every one of us to you. So I will skip the formalities. I called everyone here 

because firstly I will be leaving Earth soon for bringing more members to the team. They have landed in 

another planet and Earth is too unknown of a planet for them to find us." John said. 

 

"Space travel? We don't even have spaceships." Arthur said. 

 

"We have. It's just that it's landed in Mars for us to use." John said with a smile. 

 

"Spaceships in Mars? Is that the reason why you asked us to make Starscream? So that we can go to 

Mars and occupy the spaceships?" Wayne asked. 

 

"Yes and also because we have a world engine machine in Mars. We will terraform Mars according to 

Earth. I want to colonize Mars and have people settle there too." John said. 

 

"The world engine of the Kryptonians. They have arrived too? My God. That is a very powerful weapon. 

Will the governments even allow us to keep that weapon?" Banner asked. 

 

"Doesn't matter if they don't allow us. I will make sure they follow us and don't disturb us. During wars 

it's us who take the front lines. And it's not like the weapon is at Earth. Wayne can have access to the 

world engine and since he is an official of the government he can help us convey our thoughts to the 

world council when the time comes."John said. 

 



"It still won't be easy. They will come after us." Steve said. He knows how politics works. Politics is dirty 

and it will be a heavy weight for them. 

 

"I know. I will use countermeasures against it. Don't worry about them. They are just jumping clowns." 

John said as frankly he never cared about weak people who just know how to sway public opinion. He 

had more than one way to deal with them. 

 

"So you will take a Kryptonian ship and fly with one to bring new comrades?" Mera asked. 

 

"Yes. That's the plan. It will be long journey and there would be enemies too." John said. 

 

"Enemies? Will they be powerful. Do you need our help?" Diana asked. 

 

"No. I will be fine and new comrades will join in too. So it will be easy." John replied. 

 

"John I have a request. Can you take Bucky with you. I guess the planets in the universe will be more 

advanced than us. I wish to cure Bucky completely. I am not sure if their physiology is same as us but I 

want him to be at least checked. Plus you have seen how Tony is with him. Bucky needs to be out of 

picture for sometime." Steve asked. 

 

"Are you sure about that? He will still have to go to Mars and I am pretty much sure Tony will join in our 

first adventure to Mars." John asked. 

 

"It's ok. If it's not much trouble I will join in this adventure and try to keep Tony out and help Bucky." 

 

"OK fine. It's not like we are going now to Mars. Will still take a couple of months for us to go. I hope 

Tony will calm down by then." John said. 

 

"Another thing about us is that there might be a new member among us. It's Geralt. I guess all of you 

have seen his character from the game I made. He is in New York and currently completing a witcher 

contract of mine. After he completes that he will join the team." John said. 

 



"Wow I played that game. He knows a bit of magic. Does magic really exist?" Banner asked. 

 

"Yes. It exists. But there are different forms of magic." John said. 

 

"Good a new member. Even though I didn't play the game I went through the character. Doesn't he play 

solo always." Steve asked. 

 

"He will do anything for coins. Don't bother with that. It's a pity that Natasha and Clint didn't join the 

meeting. I heard Fury was able to convince Oliver to join." John asked Wayne. 

 

"Yes. I have known him from my universe. Seeing me sitting as the Secretary he decided to join. They 

went on a mission to search for Strucker." Wayne replied. 

 

Chapter 159: Announcement 

John and others then spoke of normal things and discussed how they would colonize Mars and such 

other matters. Even though NASA and few countries had sent some robots of Mars they actually haven't 

discovered many places. 

 

Bucky finally spoke in the meeting. Even though he didn't say much but at least it meant he was onboard 

with the team and even accepted to travel with John for finding a cure. 

 

They all left after that. John stayed behind as he needed to talk with Tony. He had been a friend with 

Tony for a long time now so he didn't want a friendship to be broken just because of a past incident 

which they didn't have a control on. 

 

"Are they gone?" Tony asked as soon as John entered the courtyard where Tony was sitting and sipping 

juice. 

 

"Jarvis had already sent all the discussion about us to you. Who are you kidding?" John said as he sat at 

the chair near him. 

 

"Can't you stop using your prophetic dreamy powers for once?" Tony asked. 



 

"I don't need powers to understand you Tony. A control freak like you will never be away from such a 

huge discussion. I am just surprised you didn't try to kill Bucky again." John said. 

 

"I am not consumed by vengeance. I understand my past too. It's just I can't sit in the same table as him. 

And Steve. He defended Bucky." Tony said as he was still pissed. 

 

"Will you care about this misunderstanding if the survival of the universe is on your shoulders? No. So 

it's better you try to forget them." John said. 

 

"Huh the universe on my shoulders? You mean I have saved universes in other parallel worlds?" Tony 

asked. 

 

"You have saved worlds and was responsible for destruction too. So this is me trying to help you." John 

said. Tony was dumbstruck by that comment. He didn't know what he should say to that. 

 

"Since you heard our discussion. How far is the launch of the cars? When can the customers get their 

hands on it?" John asked changing the topic. 

 

"By next month the cars will be launched. 10,000 models are almost ready to be sold and 90% of them 

are booked. The last 10% I will send them to shops to be sold offline. Pepper is handling the business 

and logistics. I need to check on Starscream one last time too before we go to Mars." 

 

"Ok so we need to handle the announcement. You are good at it. In a week after you calm down make 

the announcement. Till then I will make arrangements for the new movie. How many days will it take for 

us to reach Mars?" 

 

"Well from my calculations 3 days and the return journey will be 7 days due to reverse solar wind. I need 

to get my hands on the Kryptonian ships in Mars." Tony said. 

 

"You can. But the condition remains the same. No internet upload of the knowledge or schematics." 

John said. 

 



"Sometimes you are more paranoid than Wayne." Tony said. 

 

After spending 3 days in Jurassic Park he left. John even called Pepper to explain what had happened. 

Pepper was astonished that such a huge revelation took place. She understood why John called her so 

she went to talk with Tony about what had happened. 

 

After arriving in New York, he directly went to Disney headquarters and inquired about the new project. 

This was a huge movie and it was going to be a long one so he needed everything to be perfect for the 

movie. The days went by as he directed the course of the movie and even use the system to bring out 

animes which he hadn't watched in his previous life but had a general idea of them. 

 

John lost a lot of fan values due to such extraction but he knew he could gain more by just propagating 

them. In two weeks time Tony finally announced that the cars will hit the market by second week of 

February. 

 

Those who booked before would be delivered and while the a small amount of them would be up for 

offline sale. People were very much ecstatic for a new brand of cars that would change the 

transportation industry forever. 

 

Tony even said that by next year Umbrella will sell ship and plane models more efficient than the world 

had ever seen. This excited the people more as that would mean less wastage of money. 

 

The renowned economists were debating that this would highly effect the economy as transportation is 

required in everything. Some were saying that this would be very helpful for the environment. While 

others were saying that many people would lose their jobs in the upcoming future. The solar panels 

were already creating a problem in the economy and now this would have a larger impact. 

 

"Since people will lose jobs I can just ship many of them to Mars to colonize the planet. I bet they will be 

more than happy to follow the lead as there would be new opportunities." 

Chapter 160: Ready for departure 

By February all the cars were out. And those people who had already bought it loved the models. It was 

super efficient and could go for a month or so. And for those who lived in place which had strong 

sunshine all the year, they understood that they wouldn't need to charge the cars for few months. 

 



Pepper who handled everything was very happy to see the first major impact of Umbrella Corporation in 

the market. Umbrella could be considered to handled by her totally unlike Stark Industries which was 

already a huge empire. Umbrella was built from scratch by her as both John and Tony never gave even a 

ounce of attention to the working of the company. 

 

All the models were delivered by the end of February and all the reviews that came up were great. Of 

course there some buyers who complained but that was normal as everybody wouldn't be happy with 

such high efficient cars. Pepper and the company never cared for such weak voices. 

 

Soon it was March of 2014 and this was the month that they had decided to leave for Mars. John, Tony, 

Bucky and Steve decided to join this adventure. Banner and others had to stay back. 

 

On the 10th of March everybody arrived at the Jurassic Park. Pepper came to receive them whereas 

Tony didn't even bother to show his face. Many sighed at this but didn't say anything. Everybody came 

to see them off. Even Natasha and others had arrived after knowing this. 

 

Of course Fury wasn't informed as Wayne didn't even bother to inform this to the world council. Since 

Natasha and Clint were the actual members of Avengers they joined in the fun and got to know about it. 

There were new guys in the roster though. 

 

Oliver Queen and Felicity Smoak. 

 

Felicity joined Umbrella under the recommendation of John and she soon rose to the post of personal 

secretary of Pepper due to her resourcefulness. Pepper was more than happy to appoint Smoak as her 

Secretary. She was more than great in computers and even dealt with superheroes before so Pepper 

was happy and relieved as she didn't have to hide anything from her. Smoak's own boyfriend had now 

joined the Avengers. 

 

Oliver introduced himself to others. Clint was very happy with the joining of Oliver as they both had 

same skills. Even though Oliver was better in melee combat, thanks to the training in the league, Clint 

was more than happy to let him join the Avengers and help him more in archery and combat. 

 

They all went to the hotel in the Park to stay for the night as the next day was scheduled as the 

departure day. They all woke up early as they had to leave early. Everybody came to the other island 



where Starscream was kept hidden. Tony made sure that no satellite could pick up any signature from 

Starscream as the ships that John brought before was exposed pretty early. 

 

Tony didn't want any hindrance in making the spaceship so he and Banner paid particular attention to it. 

Though Starscream wasn't invisible like the helicarriers, it wouldn't pop up in the radar. While they exit 

the Earth's atmosphere the satellites might be able to catch images of Starscream but by that they 

would have already gone into space. 

 

The last time when Starcream went to space it made sure that he avoided detection of satellites. But 

this time it wouldn't be possible as farther away from Earth they go, it would be easier for the huge 

cameras of satellites to pick them up. 

 

"Is everything ready?" John said as he brought 5 huge suitcases with him. 

 

"Jesus John! How long will you be gone for? Years?" Tony asked as he saw such huge suitcases. 

 

"I brought these for us. These are the Kryptonian suits. Configure them according to our biological 

settings." John said. 

 

"Huh. But I specifically made suits for us so that we could be in Mars without any problems." Tony said 

embarrassingly. 

 

"Then you should have told me earlier." John said as he had to spend some fan values to extract suit 

from 'Man of Steel' movie. Even though it wasn't much it still did hurt John.  

 

"Umm you can give them to me. I will try to configure them along the way. I have already set up a 

mobile laboratory inside." 

 

"Good. I would prefer these suits instead of metal heads. I still am not sure how you even see through 

small eye holes of your suit." John said. 

 

They all entered Starscream and walked to the huge spherical dome at the front. John and others didn't 

enter last time so they were surprised that the whole inside was made for luxury purposes. It had 



private suites, a bar and a even a small swimming pool. The space inside looked more huge than they 

had expected. 

 

Tony, Wayne and Banner really outdid themselves in modeling the ship. 

 

"Does the gravity inside work properly?" John asked. 

 

"Yes. It's perfect." It was Starscream who replied. 

 


